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Figure 1. Central Victorian Primary Care Partnership geographical catchment
 

Climate change mitigation and adaption is included in the
Infrastructure Victoria 30 year Strategy, with a focus on green
urban spaces, biodiversity, water and waste management. This
submission is a local rural strategy to adapt to the higher
temperatures that impact on the health of our vulnerable
population.
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L o d d o n  m a l l e e  r e g i o n
The Loddon Mallee region occupies more than a quarter of Victoria, and with one of the most
consistently warm climates in the State[1]. There are ten local government areas that include areas
impacted by climate change, are disadvantaged and have an ageing population.
 

Figure 2. Map depicting local government areas in the Loddon Mallee Region (map adapted from
Regional Development Victoria)
 

In 2018, CEOs of health and community services were consulted across the Loddon Mallee Region to
identify potential investment projects to enhance the health and wellbeing of their communities[2].
There were 31 participants in the consultation and a number of priority focus areas were identified. 
 
One of the priorities was adapting infrastructure to mitigate the impacts of climate change by
creating public Cool Community Spaces in rural towns for our vulnerable population.
 
 
 

c l i m a t e  c h a n g e :  L o d d o n  m a l l e e  p r i o r i ty
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I m p a c t  o f  c l i m a t e  c h a n g e

It is accepted that climate change will result in higher temperatures overall and
more severe weather patterns[3]. Victorians are already experiencing the effects of
our damaged climate and rural communities are disproportionately affected by the
impacts of climate change[4].
 
In Victoria, the two worst heatwaves on record have occurred in the past 10 years;
January/February 2009 and January 2014. But the records have continued to
tumble since then [4]. The impact of climate change is magnified in rural inland
areas where the temperature is higher and the land is dryer. Extreme heat waves
are the single biggest environmental cause of death during emergencies in
Victoria [5]. Heatwave is a Class 2 emergency under the Emergency Management
Act 2013.

Figure 3. Number of deaths from heatwaves in Australia per decade (1850-2009)

Source: PerilAUS, Risk Frontiers- https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-01 18/heatwaves-australias-
deadliest-hazard-why-you-need-plan/9338918
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46% increase of Ambulance

Victoria metropolitan emergency

case load 

almost 4 fold increase in

attendances of GPs for direct

heat‑related conditions (65% in

those 75 years or older) 

12% overall increase in

presentations to Emergency

Department (8 fold increase in

direct heat-related presentations;

46% in those aged 75 years and

over)

374 excess deaths over what would

be expected (62% increase in total

all-cause mortality). 

There is substantial morbidity and

mortality related to the heatwave,

with associated demands on health

services[6]. During an extreme

heatwave in 2009, there was: 

 

 

    

     

 

Sudden peaks in air-conditioning use

also creates the risk of overloading

electricity grids and prompting

blackouts, This will impact on the

operational function of most

community services.

 

impact on health services

vulnerable populations

‘People living in regional and rural
Victoria do not always enjoy the same
level of health and wellbeing as other
Victorians. There is a range of reasons

for this, including issues of distance
and available transport and

variations in workforce,
socioeconomic status and

infrastructure.’ 
 

Victorian Public Health and Wellbeing Plan (DHHS, 2019)

Climate Change will affect all

Victorians, but the greatest impacts

will be borne by people with the least

capacity. Disadvantaged

communities have increased

vulnerability and limited ability to

adapt to the negative impacts of

climate change.

 

According to the Dropping off the
Edge report [7] of the ten local

government areas in the Loddon

Mallee Region, nine have areas of

high disadvantage. 

 

The most vulnerable groups are likely

to be the chronically ill, the socio-

economically disadvantaged, those

with poor access to essential services

such as good housing and adequate

fresh water, and those whose

economic prosperity depends heavily

on climatic conditions. 

 

The elderly people are considered the

most vulnerable to the impact of

extreme heat, with studies showing

they are often reluctant to use air-

conditioners. This maybe attributed

to cost, a lack of heat sensation or

perception that air-conditioners are

detrimental to their health[8][9].

A lack of strong social networks and

high isolation for older people also

puts them at greater risk. 

 

Socio-economic disadvantage is also

a significant factor, largely because of

rising electricity costs, which is

compounded by poor housing

insulation and the use of older and

less efficient air conditioners.[7] The

long distances and lack of regular or

reliable public transport options in

rural areas contribute further to their

vulnerability.

 

People living outside of towns will

often seek a safe and cool space in

town during high fire risk periods. 
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In smaller rural communities there is a lack of

public places to seek relief from the heat as

there are no indoor shopping centres, movie

theaters or beaches to escape to during

heatwaves.

 

Development or maintenance of local

government owned buildings (assets) are

more challenging in the rural context. Rural

local governments economies of scale are

inherently less in regional and rural areas due

to lower density of population and higher

distances. The low density and larger land

area results in large asset bases relative to

their populations. Substantial costs are

associated with monitoring, assessing and

maintaining council‑owned infrastructure.  A

larger, and often ageing, asset base places a

disproportionate asset management burden

on rural councils in comparison to

metropolitan councils.

 

rural context

Given the demographic characteristics of

regional councils, such as an ageing

population and disadvantage, many regional

residents have a lower capacity to financially

contribute to local councils. Lower population

numbers also mean there are fewer people to

raise the funds from. Therefore, regional

councils have a reduced capacity to raise

revenue from rates and other sources, such as

parking charges and user fees. 

 

There is also a growth in expenditure with

greater responsibilities undertaken by local

councils. These include social and health

initiatives or programs eg Municipal Public

Health & Wellbeing Plan, Maternal & Child

Health services and  Aged Care Services.

Figure 4. examples of rural local government owned buildings 
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The Victorian Government Heat Health

Plan [9] recommends that people

spend as much time as possible in cool

or air-conditioned buildings. Creating

public cool spaces in small rural towns

not only reduces the health risks

associated with extreme heat it also

has the added benefit of building

social connections which has a positive

effect on well-being.

 

There are existing buildings within

each local government area that could

be adapted to function as a Cool

Community Space. A local government

asset audit and analysis would identify

which buildings would be fit for

purpose and most economical to

adapt.

 

A place-based approach is required as

shire demographics and structural

assets will vary between each local

government area. To demonstrate the

differences and alignments between

LGAs, Macedon Ranges, Mount

Alexander and Central Goldfields will

be used as examples.

 

Where there is alignment is the agreed

criteria in selecting a suitable building

as a Cool Community Space.

 

infrastructure related solution

offer support with decision-

making around when to leave

early

offer assistance with planning for

relocation to pre-arranged

locations 

provide transport to pre-arranged

areas ahead of any extreme

conditions

encourage participants to put

together a ‘ready relocation kit’

which might include items such

as clothing, toiletries and

medication for their relocation. 

Ready2go Early Relocation
Program
 

The Ready2Go Early Relocation

Program aims to reduce the

potentially fatal impact of heat on

people at risk by providing a means

of transportation and early

relocation in periods of predicted

heatwave, storm or high bush fire

danger. It was piloted in Cockatoo

and is now expanding to include

Emerald, Gembrook and Upper

Beaconsfield.

 

The Ready2Go program supports

people living independently who

are unable due to age, frailty or

mental health to protect

themselves adequately from the

effects of heatwave conditions, or

bushfire threat.

 

Ready2Go matches participants

with one or more volunteers who:

 

Ready2Go have an arrangement

with a Retirement Village as an

alternative relocation venue and are

working on securing further

suitable locations in other areas.
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Centrally located within a town

Public transport available for those most

vulnerable

Accessibility of access, which comply to the

Disability Discrimination Act (DDA)

Air Conditioning 

Toilets: DDA compliant and gender neutral

Kitchenette (refrigeration for medications) 

Entertainment eg movies, board games

Compliance to Child Safe Standards with

displayed commitment  

Children friendly: the space needs to be

safe, secure and facilities to care for

children eg heating baby bottles/food,

nappy changing

Pet friendly: those that are concerned about

the risk of fire or heat exhaustion and many

older people will not leave their domestic

pets behind

Guest Wifi available to connect with

emergency broadcasts 

Staffing after hours or surveillance cameras

Air filters in times of poor air quality

Security monitoring system

All local governments within the CVPCP

catchment advocate the enhancement of

existing assets, rather than building new

structures. The requirements for the selection

of a Cool Community Space includes:

 

Capacity to accommodate the numbers

required

The number of seating required will vary

depending on the population of towns and

surrounding areas and level of disadvantage.

 

Accessibility

 

Facilities

 

Low running expenses  

Solar panels and technology to store or

supplement power during low sun exposure or

power outages

 

Safety

 

Cool community space requirements

An asset audit and analysis would be required

to determine the best proposition for the Cool

Community Space eg fit for purpose and

economically viable. The information below is

not definitive but provides examples of some

options that could be considered.

 

There are a number of infrastructures that

are common to rural areas across the Loddon

Mallee including Mechanic Institute buildings,

town halls, recreation centres, Neighbourhood

Community Houses and libraries.

 

Many of the Mechanic Institute buildings and

town halls are heritage listed, which is an

additional cost to upgrade or alter. 

Neighbourhood Community Houses are also an

option as they have a good connection and

reach into the community. However, only some

of the buildings are local government owned

and there maybe a disruption to scheduled

programs if they also function as a Cool

Community Space.

agreement on appropriate pet behaviour

separate designated pet and pet owner

area

quiet area to keep dogs calm

all pets restrained 

non-carpeted area for accidental spills and

cleaning

access to fresh water

located adjacent to indoor area

shaded

drinking bowls

grassed area - not located on hot

parchment

Pet friendly spaces
 

Indoor space

 

Outdoor space
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24/7  access to Foster Library
Staffing Cool community spaces

Staffing after hours is an additional ongoing

cost. There are different models that can be

looked at. Some shires have facilities that

already provide 24/7 access. An example is the

Macedon Ranges Shire Council, which have

24/7 access for local gym members. There are

no staff personal after hours but a security

system is in place to ensure safety.

 

A volunteer model is another option to

support the Cool Community Space. There is a

strong culture of volunteering in rural areas,

eg emergency and community services,

sporting clubs. Volunteering has the added

benefit of providing a sense of community and

connectedness, that contributes to wellbeing. 

 

Libraries are already well promoted as a cool

place to escape the heat as they are open to

the public, air-conditioned and locally

situated. However, not all towns have a

dedicated library building and some have

limited opening hours. Some libraries are

looking to extend their opening  hours and

there are examples of libraries having 24hr

access.

The Foster Library is the first public

library in Victoria to offer around-the-

clock entry to its patrons. Approved

applicants are issued with their

activated key tags after completing a

short building and safety induction.

They are also shown how to use the

key tag to let themselves into and out

of the library.

 

They may read, study, meditate … all

under the watchful eye of 24-hour

seven-day closed circuit security

television.

 

The Feedback about the new 24-hour

access has been reported as very

positive.
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24/7  access to Foster LibraryMacedon ranges Shire

Kyneton: Town Hall

Woodend: Woodend Community Hub 

Romsey: Romsey Community Hub 

Riddles Creek: Senior Citizen Club Centre

Gisborne: Community Centre

The population of Macedon Ranges is 46,100 [11] which is spread across

a number of towns.   Therefore, the shire would need to accommodate

a cool community space in each of the five bigger towns: Gisborne,

Kyneton, Woodend, Romsey and Riddells Creek, of which all have

pockets of disadvantage. 

 

Macedon Ranges Shire have forested areas (eg Wombat State Forest,

Cobaw State Forest/Range and Black Forest) within the shire and about

30% of the shire’s land is under bush fire management overlay. Many

residents in these areas seek a cool community space in towns during

extreme heat and high fire danger days.

 

In the event of a fire, some residents instinctively congregate and seek

shelter at community facilities in their town when they have not left

early or have been caught unaware by fire activity. These facilities

include community halls, recreation centres, sporting clubrooms and

mechanic institutes. Although these spaces are large they are not

always centrally located in a town and are not all air conditioned.

Council uses a variety of community facilities as Emergency Relief

Centres and Emergency Recovery Centres and these are spread across

the shire. 

 

Macedon Ranges Shire Council adopted their Climate Change Action
Plan 2017 that commits to reducing emissions from its own activities

and influence key stakeholders to minimise the impact on climate

change. The council is already implementing changes to reduce energy

consumption, upgrade to more efficient appliances and lighting and

installing renewable energy in their building assets. 

 

In the absence of a comprehensive asset audit and costings for

additional upgrades, the possible selection for the cool community

spaces varies across the shire:

 

All of these buildings meet some of the criteria but would need

additional structural amendments such as technology to store or

supplement power during low sun exposure or power outages, after

hours access and creating pet friendly facilities.
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Central Goldfields Shire is located in central Victoria, about 178km

north-west of Melbourne CBD. The shire spans 1,532 square kilometres

with a population density of 8.5 persons per hectare.The population is

12,995 with 61% situated in the town of Maryborough [11].  There are

nearly 4 times more people in Central Goldfields whose residence is a

caravan, cabin, improvised home eg tent or attached to a shop/office in

proportion to population, compared to Victoria [11]. Sub-standard

housing is poor protection against the effects of extreme heat periods.

 

There is high vulnerability in Central Goldfields with an ageing

population, high proportion with profound disability and high

unemployment. Central Goldfields Shire remains the most

socioeconomically disadvantaged municipality in Victoria and one of

the most disadvantaged in Australia (ABS 2016 Census). This

significantly impacts on the revenue raising capacity of the local

council to develop or maintain their assets.

 

The Central Goldfields Shire Sustainable Action Plan 2012-2020 aims to  

implement energy efficiency upgrades to Council building stock.

Progressing this action plan has been impacted by the lack of revenue.

 

In the absence of a comprehensive asset audit and costings for

additional upgrades, the possible selection for the cool community

space is the Community Hub in Maryborough. The Community Hub can

accommodate large numbers, has good accessibility and most of the

required facilities. Additional upgrades needed would be security to

extend to after hours, solar panels and technology to store or

supplement power during low sun exposure or power outages and

creating pet friendly facilities (which will be a consideration across

most of the Loddon Mallee).

Central Goldfields
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Mount Alexander Shire is located just 120 kilometers north-west of Melbourne. More than 18,000

people call Mount Alexander home with most residents living in the townships of Castlemaine,

Harcourt, Newstead and Maldon. The median age of population is substantially older in Mount

Alexander (49), compared to Victoria (37). 

 

Climate change adaption and mitigation is a focus in Mount Alexander. The Mount Alexander

Climate Change Action Plan for 2016-2020 includes an ambitious target of carbon neutrality for

council operations by 2025. A public Climate Change forum (2019) followed the presentation of a

petition from the community requesting Council declare a climate emergency, which has now

been declared. Council’s Climate Emergency declaration includes a promise to integrate a

climate change lens into Council’s design and construction of infrastructure, the planning and

implementation of services and the development of policies and strategies.

 

Adequate affordable housing is an ongoing issue for Mount Alexander, with a high percentage of

residents experiencing rental stress, second highest in Victoria [12]. This compels people to

accept less secure and poorly insulated housing, which compounds the effect of heat waves. 

 

The library in Castlemaine is currently promoted as a cool space but is limited in its operating

times and does not cater for pets. Mount Alexander Shire Council may have a different approach

to identifying a Cool Community Space. Rather than looking at council assets they would

consider working with the community to identify a range of facilities including businesses,

private industry, community organisations and groups to provide a suitable cool environment for

those in need.  Where infrastructure upgrades are required to support this service, Council will

work with providers to identify funding opportunities and advocate for incentives to ensure

sustainability and longevity of the service.

Mount Alexander Shire
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